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STRONG AND FAST ON ALUMINUM AND STEEL:  

UNIVERSAL UNDERCOAT MATERIAL UNI WASH P 5530 FROM R-M®  

Gives rust no chance: R-M, BASF’s premium paint brand, offers UNI WASH P 5530, a primer 

filler, including primer, which ensures high performance on aluminum and stainless steel 

substrates in the commercial vehicle sector. The success of UNI WASH P 5530 is not simply 

due to its exceptional anti-corrosive properties. As a fully chromate-free product it helps to 

protect both environment and health. Further, it is ultra fast. UNI WASH P 5530 dries in a 

flash at 20°C, making it the ideal choice for paint repairs. 

UNI WASH P 5530 is sustainable: Corrosion protection without chromate 

In the commercial vehicle sector, state-of-the-art body shops need advanced paint products 

to guarantee outstanding performance. They should offer efficient results when working on 

various types of vehicles. And it is an added bonus when the products are also good for 

environment and health. The newly developed undercoat material UNI WASH P 5530 meets 

all these demands, as it guarantees a reliable finish every time without the use of chromate.  

Brilliant: Strong adhesion, excellent flow 

The undercoat material UNI WASH P 5530 offers exceptional anti-corrosive properties on 

aluminum, steel, and stainless or galvanized steel, while ensuring perfect adhesion, in 

particular on aluminum surfaces. UNI WASH P 5530 dries ultra-fast at 20°C and convinces 

with its excellent flow properties. 

 

 



 
 

 

Rational: A product for every need 

UNI WASH P 5530 replaces the previous undercoat material GRAPHITE HD PRIMER CF. And 

just like its predecessor, it is suitable for both 2-layer and 3-layer systems. It also helps to 

free up storage space, as the versatile undercoat material can be applied to various types of 

vehicles. All this and more without any compromise to quality. UNI WASH P 5530 is the 

undercoat material for all substrates. Moreover, it can be simply used with the existing R-M 

product range. Meaning there is no need to purchase new equipment for paint application. 

R-M Automotive Refinish Paints: an important part of BASF Coatings 

Under the R-M brand, BASF markets a comprehensive range of paint systems for vehicle refinishing. 

Special focus is given to ecologically efficient water-based paints and high-solid paints. By using these 

systems all legal solvent-reduction requirements can be complied with anywhere in the world, and with 

regard to appearance and resistance, the products meet the same quality standards as solvent-borne 

paints. In this area, the company offers a wide variety of services to support its customers. R-M 

Automotive Refinish Paints is approved by most of the leading car manufacturers for aftermarket repair 

and chosen by the world’s most prestigious car companies for its colour expertise.  

For all further information, please contact:  

R-M Automotive Paints - Clermont de l’Oise (France)  

Contact: Gesine Arend-Heidbrinck 

Phone + 33 (0)3 44 77 73 70 

Email: gesine.arend-heidbrinck@basf.com 

www.rmpaint.com 
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